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Abstract

Authentic samples were analyzed on low and high resolution, ion-trap and linear collision cell mass spectrometers. A clustering algorithm used an adjusted dot product as a measure of spectral similarity to create a 'consensus spectrum' from multiple spectra for the same precursor. Each consensus spectrum was examined based on mass accuracy and fragments. The library contains 7,002 compounds, 15,183 precursor ions, 121,591 spectra of positive and negative ions at different collision energies. Noise peaks were removed using a voting algorithm.

Example 1 - Making and selecting consensus spectra

- An adjusted dot product based clustering algorithm was used to group similar spectra into the same cluster and created one consensus spectrum from each cluster; the best consensus spectrum was picked for the library, whilst other low quality, impurity or contaminant spectra were eliminated.
- Noise peaks were removed using a voting algorithm.
- Example: two clusters were generated for Palatinose [M+NH4]+ (Fig. 2). The spectrum in Fig. 2A was kept in the library.

Example 2 - Peak annotation

Each spectrum was ascertainment that all major peaks are assigned to acceptable fragmentation product ions from the known precursor structure (Fig. 3).

Example 3 - Fragmentation at different energies: Each spectrum was ascertainment that peak intensities vary with collision energy in a reasonable progression (Fig. 4).

Example 4 - Different instruments, different precursor types, etc.: The same sample was run on the different instruments (Fig. 5) at positive or negative modes with various precursor types. The fragmentation patterns were compared for confirmation and to give users more accurate searching results.

Conclusions

- A high quality, comprehensive library is being developed for metabolites, peptides, lipids, sugars, glycans, pesticides, surfactants, and contaminants, etc.
- The MS/MS library will be valuable in metabolomics.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of building MS/MS library

Fig. 2. Generating consensus spectra for Palatinose [M+NH4]+ on LTQ

Fig. 3. Annotating spectrum peaks based on precursor structure

Fig. 4. Dependence of spectrum on collision energy

Fig. 5. N-(a-Linolenoyl)tyrosine was analyzed on QTOF and LTQ instruments

Fig. 6. MS/MS library development